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Danilo Campos introduces GlobeJot 1.0 for iPhone and iPod touch
Published on 06/03/09
Orlando based Danilo Campos today is proud to introduce GlobeJot 1.0, his new travel
organizer for iPhone and iPod touch. Designed to leverage the iPhone's unique capabilities
and interface, GlobeJot is the premier tool for keeping track of flight data,
reservations, activities, and checklists. GlobeJot stores addresses or coordinates for
one-tap viewing in the Maps application. Easily call airlines or hotels with one-tap phone
dialing for flights and reservations.
Orlando, Florida - Independent software developer Danilo Campos today is proud to
introduce GlobeJot 1.0, his new travel organizer for iPhone and iPod touch. Designed from
the ground up to leverage the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, GlobeJot is the
premier tool for keeping track of flight data, reservations, activities, and checklists
for the busy globetrotter. Traveling is a fluid experience. The travel organizer should be
too.
GlobeJot lets users make a list of all the things they want to enjoy on their trip,
sortable by name, priority or cost. They can do just the stuff they feel like doing and
mark activities as done or skipped to keep the freshest items at the top of their list.
"I'm not at all organized when I travel" said Campos. "For me, going to the airport means
having a dozen different scraps of paper scribbled with random bits of information that
I'll need for my trip. Inevitably, I lose whichever scrap of data is most important for me
to know at any given time. I built GlobeJot because travelers deserve a better way."
Feature Highlights:
* Customizable Dashboard
* Effortlessly keep track of flight data, reservations, activities, and checklists
* Call Airlines or Hotels with one-tap phone dialing
* Direct support for TripIt; import flights, reservations and activities
* Email flight confirmations and reservations to TripIt for fast, easy import into
GlobeJot
GlobeJot's whole interface focuses on a single trip, presenting the user with only the
most pertinent information at all times. Users can store multiple trips and effortlessly
switch between them to view and edit travel details. GlobeJot's customizable dashboard
pays homage to the experience of managing travel details in a paper journal. Users can
arrange their dashboard items in any order they wish and when no longer needed, clear them
with just one tap. All other data can be accessed through GlobeJot's tab bar.
GlobeJot stores addresses or coordinates for one-tap viewing in the Maps application.
Users can easily call their airlines or hotels with one-tap phone dialing for flights and
reservations (iPhone only). Lots of data to import? No problem. Among GlobeJot's prolific
features is its direct support for TripIt. Users can easily import flights, reservations
and activities from TripIt, sparing the them the hassle of inputting them by hand. Email
flight confirmations and reservations to TripIt and the service will generate an
importable online itinerary.
System Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod touch, iPhone OS 2.2.1
Pricing and Availability:
GlobeJot 1.0 for iPhone is only $7.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App
Store.
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GlobeJot 1.0:
http://www.danilocampos.com/apps/globejot/
Download and Purchase:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=317494953&mt=8
Screenshots:
http://danilocampos.com/globejot/Screenshots/Dashboard.jpg
Screenshots:
http://danilocampos.com/globejot/Screenshots/Activities.jpg
Application Icon:
http://danilocampos.com/globejot/Screenshots/GlobeJotLogo.png
TripIt:
http://tripit.com

Based in Orlando, Florida, Danilo Campos is an independent software developer whose
expertise and long term vision in the mobile market is exceeded only by his aim to create
incredibly useful tools for the iPhone platform. GlobeJot is his third offering for the
iPhone, with Oddage and Tallymander both beloved by their customers. Tallymander was
chosen as an App Store Staff Favorite. Copyright 2004-2009 Danilo Campos. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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